Şarampol / Osmaniye Mosque in Antalya
Our study is a presentation and documentation on Şarampol/Osmaniye Mosque located in the center of Antalya. According to current resources and inscriptions, Şarampol/ Osmaniye Mosque, is a recent epoch mosque built in the beginning of the 20th century. Due to insufficient information on the early period of the structure, it can't be analysed fully. The only architectural components of the structure which has been restored many times since 1940s are the minaret and the sub-floor windows. Today's existing structure has a rectangular space fiction in the north-south direction with a single location. The cover system of the mosque, having the last congregation location, the courtyard, the mosque's minaret and social venues, is jerkin head roof which has slope towards four sides. Şarampol/ Osmaniye Mosque which can be regarded as a recent epoch example of Ottoman religious architecture can at the same time be regarded as the last representative of this period in country.